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The reform of Judicial Responsibility System, putting forward in the new round 
of judicial reform, has a completely new intension, which aims at making the one who 
hears the case reach final judgment independently and be finally responsible for it. 
District courts, with 80% of the cases of this country, confront more complicated 
difficulties in such reform of judicial responsibility system. How to improve the trial 
quality and efficiency, decides the implement of judicial responsibility. At the same 
time, cases approval system leads to the division between trial and judge, which 
means that the one who hears the case is not the one who makes the final judgment. 
Such approval system causes many problems, including the inexecutablity of judicial 
responsibility, low judicial credibility, low job requirements and social status for 
judges, lack of job security, different caliber of judges, limited career attractiveness, 
low social evaluation and the dilemma of the hierarchy administrative organization 
and the principle of judicial democracy. The equally implementation of Measures for 
the administration of public servants among judges, judicial assistants and 
administrators also weakens the status of judges and aggravates the internal 
contradictions of the People’s Courts.  
The H district Court of X City, F Province, has implemented series of reform 
measures, such as follows: 1)optimizing the allocation of trial resources;2)setting up 
professional trial teams;3) classification of difficult and simple cases; 4)urging all 
judges to hear cases; 5)building more flat operation system of judicial 
power;6)reforming the issuing rules of legal documents; 7)setting up professional 
council of judges; 8)reforming the working rules of Judicial Committee; 9)well 
confining the power and responsibility for different trial groups; 10)regulating the 
working rules of sole-judge bench and the collegial panel; 11)sorting out the 
relationship among judicial power, judicial management power and judicial 
supervision power; 12) exploring the performance evaluation system for judges; 13) 
establishing judge-centre internal organization and security system; 13) carrying out 













15)establishing intensive management system of auxiliary trial affairs; 16) setting up 
judge assistant system; 17)broadening the resources for trial assistants.  
The reform has achieved some effects and accumulated some experiences which 
are reproducible and popularized. However, for a district court, the reform also 
confronts some problems , which should be solved in theory and be deeply regulated 
in practice. For example, it needs to amend the Organic Law of the People’s Courts of 
the People’s Republic of China and the Judges Law of the People’s Republic of China, 
to decide whether judicial tribunal is necessary and whether judge assistants is entitled 
to exercise power of judge to some extent. Focusing on the brand-new subject that 
how to manage and supervise judges with their judicial responsibility, the author puts 
forward suggestions to deepen the reform in this essay. 
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第一章  基层法院司法责任制改革面临的难题 
相比中高级法院和最高法院，司法责任制在基层法院的推行面临着十分具体
和复杂的情况，主要包括以下四个方面。 
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